FORM 4 (Rule 5)

Section 7 of Care of Cathedrals Measure 1990 (as amended)
Public Notice on application to the Fabric Advisory Committee

PUBLIC NOTICE

TAKE NOTICE that the Chapter of the Cathedral Church of:

Insert name of cathedral.

St Peter in Exeter

Insert date.

Has on this date:

26th February 2020

applied to the Fabric Advisory Committee of the said cathedral for approval of the following proposal:

Short description e.g. repair of vestry, loan of chalice.

The Proposal

Cyclical Retreatment and Local Repairs to the Image Screen.

Summary of the nature of work and its extent (and materials) [or in the case of an object, a short description of it and details of the proposal]

- After the 2019 survey of the whole of the West Front Image Screen a specification of repair and retreatment of the architectural stone elements and statuary orders was established. This schedule of works involving lime mortar repairs, repointing and localised shelter coat application will be carried out along with the reinstatement of the crown and brow to statue B32.

Plans, drawings, specifications or other documents

Copies of the plans, drawings, specifications and other documents accompanying this application may be examined at the office of the Chapter of the Cathedral Church.

Insert postal address and postcode of Chapter office.

Postal address, including postcode: The Administrator, 1 The Cloisters, Exeter, EX1 1HS

Insert days when office is open.

from Monday to Friday (excluding public holidays)

Insert hours when office is open.

between the hours of: 09:30 and 16:30
Insert date on notice. from this day: 26th February 2020

Insert date 28 days later until: 25th March 2020

Representations

If you wish to make representations about the whole or any part of the proposal described in this Notice you should write to:

THE SECRETARY OF THE FABRIC ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Insert full postal address Postal address, including postcode:

Gwynneth Hermson
No1 The Cloisters
Exeter
Devon
EX1 1HS
and marked "Representation"

Insert tax number and E-mail address: gwynneth.hermson@exeter-cathedral.org.uk

E-mail address, if applicable.

so that it reaches the secretary not later than:

Insert a date ending 28 26th March 2020

DIRECTIONS TO CHAPTER

1. This public notice (or a copy of it) must be displayed for a continuous period of 28 days in a prominent position inside and outside your cathedral where it is readily visible to the public.

2. A copy of this notice must be sent as follows:

(a) to the Cathedrals Fabric Commission, and
(b) if the proposal is of a kind described in section 2(1)(a) of the Measure—
   (i) to English Heritage,
   (ii) to the national amenity societies (or such person as those societies have jointly appointed for the purposes of the Measure), and
   (iii) to the local planning authority.
FORM 8 (Rule 7)

Section 9 of Care of Cathedrals Measure 2011

Application to the Cathedrals Fabric Commission for approval of a proposal

To the Cathedrals Fabric Commission (“the Commission”)

The Chapter of the Cathedral Church of: insert name of cathedral and contact details including telephone and email for the administrator or any other person dealing with the application

The Holy & Undivided Trinity of Norwich
Chapter Office
65 The Close
Norwich
NR1 4DH

Phil Thomas, Estates Manager: 01603 218307 pthomas@cathedral.org.uk

applies to the Commission for approval of the following proposal: short description

To excavate a trench for the purposes of laying an IT duct outside 1 and 2 The Close (occupied by Norwich School).

Summary of the nature of work and its extent (and materials) [or in the case of an object, a short description of it and details of the proposal]

We seek permission, on behalf of our tenant Norwich School, to excavate a ‘Y’ shaped trench in order to lay an IT duct from 2 the Close to the adjacent building (1 the Close). This duct will house cables to a CCTV camera in the southern branch and cables to a new door entry system in the north. The CCTV camera already has Listed Building and FAC consent. The door entry will be a blue box to the left of the entrance door.

The excavation totals approximately 20 metres in length (through the lawn outside the properties). The depth of excavation is 450mm and 300mm wide.

Plans, drawings, specifications or other documents

The proposal is described by the following items which accompany the form:
List and number the items and give reference numbers, if applicable.

1) Justification for works
2) No 1 LiveReg-CCTV Design & Access Statement
3) 1 The Close-20REVA elevations
4) 1 The Close-30REVA plan of ground floor
5) 1 The Close-40REVA plan of basement floor
6) 1 The Close Archaeological Assessment by the Cathedral Archaeologist
DISPLAY OF PUBLIC NOTICE

I confirm that
(i) a Public Notice in Form 9 is being displayed from the date of this application
(ii) a copy of the Public Notice in Form 9 is being sent immediately to the following bodies specified in rule 7(3) and (4) and as indicated below:
(iii) a copy (free of charge) of each of the plans, drawings, specifications or other documents itemised above is being sent immediately in accordance with rule 7(4) to the bodies indicated below.

Indicate in boxes

☐ Fabric Advisory Committee of the Cathedral

☐ Historic England (formerly English Heritage)

[as applicable] The following national amenity societies:
- Ancient Monuments Society
- The Council for British Archaeology
- The Georgian Group
- The Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings
- The Victorian Society
- The Twentieth Century Society

☐ Local Planning Authority only if the proposal is for works as described in section 2(1)(a) of the Measure

Signed:

Administrator on behalf of the Chapter

Dated:
FORM 8 (Rule 7)

Section 8 of Care of Cathedrals Measure 1990 (as amended)
Application to the Cathedrals Fabric Commission for approval of a proposal

To the Cathedrals Fabric Commission (“the Commission”)

The Chapter of the Cathedral Church of:

NORWICH

Postal address, including postcode of the administrator or any other person dealing with the application:

THE CHAPTER OFFICE
65 THE CLOSE
NORWICH
NR1 4DH

Telephone number: 01603 218300

E-mail address: chaptersteward@cathedral.org.uk

applies to the Commission for approval of the following proposal:

The Proposal

To install a new external memorial to commemorate Le Paradis, in the south east bay of St Saviour’s Chapel

Summary of the nature of the work and its extent (and materials) [or in the case of an object, a short description of it and details of the proposal]

To install a new external memorial to commemorate Le Paradis, in the south east bay of St Saviour’s Chapel. The memorial will be constructed in Portland Stone.

Plans, drawings, specifications or other documents

The proposal is described by the following items which accompany this form:

1. Proposal and Background Paper
2. Plan showing exact location in the Cathedral Precincts
3. Archaeological Assessment
4. Photos showing mock up in situ
DISPLAY OF PUBLIC NOTICE

I confirm that

(i) a Public Notice in Form 9 is being displayed from the date of this application;

(ii) a copy of the Public Notice in Form 9 is being sent immediately to the following bodies specified in rule 7(3) and (4) and as indicated below;

(iii) a copy (free of charge) of each of the plans, drawings, specifications or other documents itemised above is being sent immediately in accordance with rule 7(4) to the bodies indicated below.

Public Notice

Tick boxes to indicate.  

Fabric Advisory Committee of the Cathedral  

Copy plans etc.

English Heritage  

The national amenity societies (or such person* as those societies have jointly appointed for the purposes of the Measure)  

* If none, then notice is to be given to each amenity society listed below.

If the proposal is for works described in section 2(1)(a) of the Measure—

Local Planning Authority  

Signed: NEIL PARSONS – CHAPTER STEWARD

Administrator on behalf of the Chapter

Dated: 27th March 2020

Notes

1. The national amenity societies are the Ancient Monuments Society, the Council for British Archaeology, the Georgian Group, the Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings, the Victorian Society and the Twentieth Century Society.

2. This form and all the accompanying items in it should be sent to the secretary of the Cathedrals Fabric Commission at the Commission’s published address.